Community detection is an important information mining task to uncover modular structures in large networks. For increasingly common large network datasets, global community detection is prohibitively expensive, and attention has shifted to methods that mine local communities, i.e., identifying all latent members of a particular community from a few labeled seed members. To address such semi-supervised mining task, we systematically develop a local spectral (LOSP) subspace-based community detection method, called LOSP. We define a family of LOSP subspaces based on Krylov subspaces, and seek a sparse indicator for the target community via an 1 norm minimization over the Krylov subspace. Variants of LOSP depend on type of random walks with different diffusion speeds, type of random walks, dimension of the LOSP subspace, and step of diffusions. The effectiveness of the proposed LOSP approach is theoretically analyzed based on Rayleigh quotients, and it is experimentally verified on a wide variety of real-world networks across social, production, and biological domains, as well as on an extensive set of synthetic LFR benchmark datasets.
local structure of the graph neighborhood. Hence, attention has shifted to methods that mine local community structure without processing the whole large network [23, 25, 28, 42, 50, 52] .
In many situations, instead of finding all communities in a large network in an unsupervised manner, we just want to quickly find communities from a small set of members labeled by a domain expert. For example, in political participation networks, one might discover the membership of a political group from a few representative politicians [47] ; sales websites might use clusters in co-purchase networks to generate product recommendations for a customer based on previous purchases; and starting from a few well-studied genes, biologists may seek functionally similar genes via genetic interaction networks.
Communities in real-world networks are often small, comprising dozens or hundreds of members [20, 32] . Intuitively, the latent members in these small communities should be very close to any seed members chosen from the target communities. The seed set expansion (SSE) approach to community detection [31, 39, 48] starts from "seed" nodes, or labeled members of a target community [27, 28, 52] , and incrementally grows the set by locally optimizing a community scoring function.
A common theme in SSE methods is to diffuse probability from the seeds. PageRank (PR) [5, 28] , heat kernel (HK) [16, 27] , and local spectral (LOSP) approximation [24, 33, 34] are three main techniques for the probability diffusion. Among these, the LOSP method is a newly proposed technique that exhibits high performance for the local community detection task. Motivated by standard spectral clustering methods that find disjoint global communities from the leading eigenvectors of the graph Laplacian, LOSP algorithms can handle local communities by seeking a sparse indicator vector that contains the seeds and lies in a LOSP subspace rather than in the global eigenspace. Moreover, starting from different seed sets, LOSP algorithms can uncover overlapping communities.
In this article, we propose a LOSP algorithm to identify the members of small communities [24] , and systematically build the LOSP family based on various Krylov subspace approximation. Theoretical analysis and empirical analysis are provided to show the soundness and effectiveness of the proposed approach. LOSP differs from standard spectral clustering in two ways:
-Handling overlapping communities. Standard spectral methods partition a graph into disjoint communities by k-means clustering in a coordinate system defined by eigenvectors or by recursive spectral bisection. We instead use 1 -norm optimization to search an (approximate) invariant subspace for an indicator vector for a sparse set containing the seeds. Overlapping communities correspond to different seed sets. -Defining a local spectral subspace. To determine the local structure around the seeds of interest, we calculate a local approximate invariant subspace via a Krylov subspace associated with short random walks.
Starting from a few random seeds, we sample locally in the graph to get a comparatively small subgraph containing most of the latent members, so that the follow-up membership identification can focus on a local subgraph instead of the whole network. The LOSP methods are then used to extract the local community from the sampled subgraph via a Krylov subspace formed by shortrandom-walk diffusion vectors.
Our main contributions include:
-Sampling to reduce the complexity. We sample locally in the graph as a pre-processing to get a much smaller subgraph containing most of the latent members around the seeds. The follow-up calculation has a low complexity while maintaining an accurate covering on the target community. In this way, the proposed method is applicable to large-scale networks.
Local Community Detection
Local seed set expansion. Random walks have been extensively adopted as a subroutine for locally expanding the seed set [6] , and this approach is observed to produce communities correlated highly to the ground-truth communities in real-world networks [2] . PR, HK, and LOSP diffusions are three main techniques for probability diffusion. Spielman and Teng use the degree-normalized personalized [44] PR (DN PR) with truncation of small values to expand a starting seed. DN PR has been used in several subsequent PR-based clustering algorithms [6, 52] , including the popular PR Nibble method [5] . However, a study evaluating different variations of PR finds that standard PR yields better performance than DN PR [28] .
The HK method provides another local graph diffusion. Based on a continuous-time Markov chain, the HK diffusion involves the exponential of a generator matrix, which may be approximated via a series of expansion. Chung et al. have proposed a local graph partitioning based on the HK diffusion [14, 15] , and a Monte Carlo algorithm to estimate the HK process [16] . Another approach is described in [27] , where the authors estimate the HK diffusion via coordinate relaxation on an implicit linear system; their approach uncovers smaller communities with substantially higher F 1 measures than those found through the PPR diffusion.
Spectral methods are often used to extract disjoint communities from a few leading eigenvectors of a graph Laplacian [26, 46] . Recently, there has been a growing interest in adapting the spectral approach to mine the local structure around the seed set. Mahoney et al. [35] introduce a locally biased analogue of the second eigenvector for extracting local properties of data graphs near an input seed set by finding a sparse cut, and apply the method to semi-supervised image segmentation and local community extraction. In [24, 33, 34] , the authors introduce an algorithm to extract the local community by seeking a sparse vector from the LOSP subspaces using 1 norm optimization. They apply a power method for the subspace iteration using a SRW on a modified graph with a self-loop on each node, which we call the LLRW. They also apply a reseeding iteration to improve the detection accuracy.
Bounding the local community. All SSE methods need a stopping criterion, unless the size of the target community is known in advance. Conductance is commonly recognized as the best stopping criterion [27, 48, 49, 52] . Yang and Leskovec [52] provide widely-used real-world datasets with labeled ground truth, and find that conductance and triad-partition-ratio (TPR) are the two stopping rules yielding the highest detection accuracy. He et al. [24] propose two new metrics, TPN and nMod, and compare them with conductance, modularity and TPR; and they show that conductance and TPN consistently outperform other metrics. Laarhoven and Marchiori [45] study [10, 50] , b : [20, 100] range of the community size τ 1 = 2 node degree distribution exponent τ 2 = 1 community size distribution exponent om ∈ {2, 3 . . . , 8} overlapping membership on ∈ {500, 2,500} number of overlapping nodes a continuous relaxation of conductance by investigating the relation of conductance with weighted kernel k-means. Local seeding strategies. The seeding strategy is a key part of SSE algorithms. Kloumann and Kleinberg [28] argue that random seeds are superior to high degree seeds, and suggest domain experts provide seeds with a diverse degree distribution. Our initial LOSP paper [24] compares low degree, random, high triangle participation (number of triangles inside the community containing the seed) and low escape seeds (judged by probability retained on the seeds after short random walks), and find all four types of seeds yield almost the same accuracy. Our initial LOSP work shows that low degree seeds spread out the probabilities slowly and better preserve the local information, and random seeds are similar to low degree seeds due to the power law degree distribution. High triangle participation seeds and low escape seeds follow another philosophy: they choose seeds more cohesive to the target community.
PRELIMINARIES 3.1 Problem Formulation
The local community detection problem can be formalized as follows. We are given a connected, undirected graph G = (V , E) with n nodes and m edges. Let A ∈ {0, 1} n×n be the associated adjacency matrix, and D the diagonal matrix of node degrees. Let S be the seed set of a few exemplary members in the target ground-truth community, denoted by a set of nodes T (S ⊂ T , |T | |V |). And let s ∈ {0, 1} n×1 be a binary indicator vector representing the exemplary members in S. We are asked to identify the remaining latent members in the target community T .
Datasets
We consider four groups with a total of 28 synthetic datasets, five SNAP datasets in social, product, and collaboration domains, and three biology networks for a comprehensive evaluation on the proposed LOSP algorithms.
LFR Benchmark.
For synthetic datasets, we use the LFR standard benchmark networks proposed by Lancichinetti et al. [29, 30] . The LFR benchmark graphs have a built-in community structure that simulates properties of real-world networks accounting for heterogeneity of node degrees and community sizes that follow power law distribution.
We adopt the same set of parameter settings used in [51] and generate four groups with a total of 28 LFR benchmark graphs. Table 1 summarizes the parameter settings we used, among which the mixing parameter μ has a big impact on the network topology. Parameter μ controls the average fraction of neighboring nodes that do not belong to any community for each node, two ranges of typical community size, big and small, are provided by b and s. Each node belongs to either one community or om overlapping communities, and the number of nodes in overlapping communities is specified by on. A larger om or on indicates more overlaps that are harder for the community detection task. For four groups of configurations based on the community size and on, we vary om from 2 to 8 to get seven networks in each group, denoted as: LFR_s_0.1 for {s : [10, 50] , on = 500}, LFR_s_0.5 for {s : [10, 50] , on = 2, 500}, LFR_b_0.1 for {b : [20, 100] , on = 500}, and LFR_b_0.5 for {b : [20, 100] , on = 2, 500}. The average conductance for four groups of datasets are 0.522, 0.746, 0.497, and 0.733, respectively. We see more overlapping on the communities (a bigger on) leads to a higher conductance.
Real-World Networks.
We consider five real-world network datasets with labeled ground truth from the Stanford Network Analysis Project (SNAP) 1 and three genetic networks with labeled ground truth from the Isobase website. 2 -SNAP: The five SNAP networks, Amazon, DBLP, LiveJ, YouTube, Orkut, are in the domains of social, product, and collaboration [52] . For each network, we adopt the top 5,000 annotated communities with the highest quality evaluated with 6 metrics [52] : Conductance, Flake-ODF, FOMD, TPR, Modularity, and CutRatio. Our algorithm adopts the popular metric of conductance to automatically determine the community boundary. To make a fair comparison, we choose four state-of-the-art baselines that also adopt conductance to determine the community boundary. -Biology: The three genetic networks from the Isobase website describe protein interactions.
HS describes these interactions in humans, SC in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, a type of yeast, and DM in Drosophila melanogaster, a type of fruit fly. Such networks are interesting as communities may correspond to different genetic functions. Table 2 summarizes the networks and their ground truth communities. We calculate the average and standard deviation of the community sizes, and the average conductance, where low conductance gives priority to communities with dense internal links and sparse external links. We also define and calculate the roundness of communities.
Definition 3.1 (Roundness of a Subgraph).
The roundness of a subgraph G = (V , E ) is the average shortest path among all pair-wise nodes divided by the longest shortest path in the subgraph.
The roundness value R is 1 for a clique, and R = |V |+1 3( |V |−1) ≈ 1 3 if the subgraph is a straight line. Because large roundness value indicates a "round" subgraph and small roundness value indicates a "long and narrow" subgraph, the roundness reveals some information on the topology structure of the subgraph. 
Evaluation Metric
For the evaluation metric, we adopt F 1 score to quantify the similarity between the detected local community C and the target ground truth community T . The F 1 score for each pair of (C,T ) is defined by
KRYLOV SUBSPACE CLUSTERING
It is well known that there is a close relationship between the combinatorial characteristics of a graph and the algebraic properties of its associated matrices [13] . In this section, we present a local community detection method of finding a linear sparse coding on the Krylov subspace, which is a local approximation of the spectral subspace. We first present the local sampling method starting from the seeds to reach a comparatively small subgraph G s , and provide the theoretical base that finding a local community containing the seeds corresponds to finding a sparse linear coding in the invariant subspace spanned by the dominant eigenvectors of the transition matrix. Then, we propose a family of LOSP subspace definitions based on various short random walk diffusions, and do local community detection by finding a sparse relaxed indicator vector that lies in a LOSP subspace representing the subordinative probability of the corresponding nodes.
Local Sampling
We first do a local sampling from the seeds for large networks to reduce the computational complexity. According to the small world phenomenon and "six degrees of separation," most members should be at most two or three steps far away from the seed members if we want to identify a small community of size hundreds. Thus, we mainly use a few steps of Breadth-First Search (BFS) to expand nodes for the sampling method. To avoid BFS to expand too fast, we adopt a strategy to filter some very popular nodes during the BFS expansion. The detailed description for the sampling method is as follows.
Starting from each seed, we do a one-round BFS. The BFS (·) operation achieves a set of nodes containing the source node and its neighbor nodes by breadth-first search. For the current subgraph expanded by the BFS, we define the inward ratio of a node as the fraction of inward edges to the out-degree. If the sampled subgraph is no greater than the lower bound N 1 , then we do one more round of BFS to contain more neighbor nodes. To avoid the next round of BFS to expand too fast, we first filter low inward ratio frontier nodes that may contain some inactive nodes or very popular nodes. The Filter (·) operation chooses high inward ratio nodes until the total out-degree is no less than 3,000. In the end, we union all BFS subgraphs obtained from each seed. If the amalgamated subgraph scale is larger than the upper bound N 2 , we then conduct a k-step short random walk from the seeds to remove some low probability nodes. Details of the sampling are as shown in Algorithm 1.
ALGORITHM 1:
Sampling input: Graph G = (V , E), seed set S ⊆ V , lower bound of sampled size from each seed N 1 , upper bound of the subgraph size N 2 , upper bound of BFS rounds t, and steps of random walks k for postprocessing output:
Conduct a k-steps of random walk from S in G s V s ← N 2 nodes with higher probability
Denote the sampled subgraph as G s = (V s , E s ) with n s nodes and m s edges in the following discussion. We then identify the local community from this comparatively small subgraph instead of the original large network. The complexity is only related to the degrees of the nodes and it is very quick in seconds for the datasets we considered. The sampling quality, evaluated by the coverage ratio of the labeled nodes, plays a key role for the follow-up membership identification. This pre-processing procedure significantly reduces the membership identification cost.
Spectra and Local Community
In this section, we provide the necessary theoretical base that finding a low-conductance community corresponds to finding a sparse indicator vector in the span of dominant eigenvectors of the transition matrix with larger eigenvalues.
Let L = D s − A s be the Laplacian matrix of G s , where A s and D s denote the adjacency matrix and the diagonal degree matrix of G s . We define two normalized graph Laplacian matrices: s is the normalized adjacency matrix.
For a community C, the conductance [41] of C is defined as
where C consists of all nodes outside C, cut(C, C) denotes the number of edges between C and C, and vol(·) calculates the "edge volume," i.e., for the subset nodes, we count their total node degrees in graph G s . Low conductance gives priority to a community with dense internal links and sparse external links.
Let y ∈ {0, 1} n s ×1 be a binary indicator vector representing a small community C in the sampled graph G s = (V s , E s ). Here for "small community," we mean vol(C) ≤ .
where vol(C) denotes for all nodes inside C ⊆ V s , we count the total degree in graph G s .
The proof omits here, and we attach the details in Appendix A. Let L sym = QΛQ T be the eigendecomposition, where
.
s y be the projection of D 1 2 s y on the ith eigenvector q i of L sym , we have
where
is the weighting coefficient of the eigenvalues. If Φ(C) is close to the smallest eigenvalue λ 1 , then most of the weight on average must be on the eigenvalues close to λ 1 . 
Proof. By Equation (1), we have
As Φ(C) < λ 1 + ϵ, we get
Therefore, Note that λ 1 = 0 for the Laplacian matrix L sym [46] , however, Theorem 4.2 holds for any real number λ 1 . Theorem 4.2 indicates for a low conductance Φ(C) close to the smallest value λ 1 , the smaller eigenvalues of L sym contribute most of the weights. As
, if we want to find a low conductance Φ(C), w i and hence x i should be larger on smaller eigenvalues λ i (1 ≤ i ≤ k n s ). As 
where v is a non-zero vector. It shows that the relaxed indicator vector y should be well approximated by a linear combination of the dominant eigenvectors of L rw with smaller eigenvalues. Also,
it follows that L rw and N rw share the same set of eigenvectors and the corresponding eigenvalue of N rw is 1 − λ where λ is the eigenvalue of L rw . Equivalently, the relaxed indicator vector y should be well approximated by a linear combination of the eigenvectors of N rw with larger eigenvalues. This leads to our idea of finding a relaxed sparse indicator vector y containing the seeds in the span of the dominant eigenvectors with larger eigenvalues of N rw :
where the column vectors of V are formed by the dominant eigenvectors of N rw with larger values and e is the vector of all ones. u is the coefficient vector, and y i denotes the ith element of the relaxed indicator vector y. The constraint y = Vu indicates that y lies in the eigenspace spanned by the column vectors of V. Vector y indicates the local community with low conductance containing the labeled seeds.
Krylov Subspace Approximation

Variants of Random Walk Diffusion.
Instead of using the eigenvalue decomposition on N rw , we consider short random walks for the probability diffusion starting from the seed set to get the "local spectral subspace." We define several variants of the spectral diffusion based on different transition matrices for the random walks.
(1) Standard Random Walk (SRW) uses the transition matrix N rw for the probability diffusion:
(2) Light Lazy Random Walk (LLRW) retains some probability at the current node for the random walks:
where α ∈ N 0+ . α = 0 degenerates to the SRW and α = 1, 2, 3, . . . corresponds to a random walk in the modified graph with 1,2,3, . . . loops at each node.
(3) Lazy Random Walk (LRW) is defined by
where α ∈ [0, 1]. E.g., α = 0.1 corresponds to a random walk that always retains 0.1 1+0.1 probability on the current node during the diffusion process. α = 0 degenerates to the SRW. (4) Personalized PageRank (PPR) is defined by
where α ∈ [0, 1] and S the diagonal matrix with binary indicators for the seed set S. E.g., α = 0.1 corresponds to a random walk that always retains 10% of the probability on the seed set. α = 0 is the SRW.
Regular and Inverse Random
Walks. Based on the above random walk diffusion definition, one step of random walk is defined as N T rw p for a probability column vector p, and the probability density for a random walk of length k is given by a Markov chain:
where p 0 is the initial probability density evenly assigned on the seeds. We can also define an "inverse random walk":
Here, p k indicates a probabilty density such that the probability concentrates to the seed set as p 0 after k steps of short random walks. The value of p k also shows a snapshot of the probability distribution for the local community around the seed set, and follow-up experiments also demonstrates the effectiveness of the "inverse random walk," which has a slightly lower accuracy as compared with the "regular random walk."
Local Spectral
Subspace. Then, we define a LOSP subspace as a proxy of the invariant subspace spanned by the leading eigenvectors of N rw . The LOSP subspace is defined on an order-d Krylov matrix and k is the number of diffusion steps:
Here, k and d are both some modest numbers. Then, the Krylov subspace spanned by the column vectors of
. In the following discussion, we provide some theoretical analysis to relate the spectral property to the LOSP subspace V
be a connected and non-bipartite graph with n s nodes and m s edges, N rw (defined by Equation (4)) the transition matrix of G s with eigenvalues σ 1 ≥ σ 2 ≥ · · · ≥ σ n s , and the corresponding normalized eigenvectors are u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u n s . Then, u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u n s are linearly independent, and
where e is a vector of all ones.
Proof. By Equation (2), we know that L rw and N rw share the same eigenvectors u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u n s and the corresponding eigenvalues of L rw are λ 1 
According to Proposition 3 of [46] , L sym and L rw share the n s non-negative eigenvalues 0 
and p 0 is the initial probability density evenly assigned on the seeds, u 1 and p 0 are not orthogonal. It shows that α 1 is the non-zero weighting portion of p 0 on the eigenvector u 1 . Then, Obviously, Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 4.4 also hold for N rw based on Equation (5) or Equation (6), which is the transition matrix of modified graph with a weighting loop at each node.
By Theorem 4.4, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 4.5. Suppose matrix N rw defined by Equation (7) has n s eigenvalues μ 1 , μ 2 , . . . , μ n s with an associated collection of linearly independent eigenvectors {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n s }. Moreover, we as-
where p k defined by Equation (9) and β 1 is the weighting portion of p 0 on the eigenvector v 1 .
Corollary 4.5 indicates that p k converges to β 1 v 1 if μ 1 = 1 and β 1 0. Below, we provide some discussion on the convergence of p k defined by Equation (8) . Firstly, we give the following theorem. Theorem 4.6. Every real square matrix X is a product of two real symmetric matrices, X = YZ where Y is invertible.
We will not include the proof of Theorem 4.6 here. The interested reader is referred to [10] . By Theorem 4.6, we have N rw = PU where P and U are symmetric matrices, and P is invertible. Then,
According to Equation (11), we have
where v is a non-zero vector. It shows that N rw and N T rw share the same set of eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvector of N T rw is P −1 v where v is the eigenvector of N rw . By Lemma 4.3, we know that N rw defined by Equation (4) has n s linearly independent normalized eigenvectors u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u n s . Then by Equation (12) , N T rw has n s linearly independent eigenvectors P −1 u 1 , P −1 u 2 , . . . , P −1 u n s . By Theorem 4.4, we have the following theorem. The proof of Theorem 4.7 is similar to Theorem 4.4, hence we omit the details here. Obviously, Theorem 4.7 also holds for N rw based on Equation (5) or Equation (6), which is the transition matrix of modified graph with a weighting loop at each node.
By Equation (12) and Theorem 4.7, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 4.8. Suppose matrix N rw defined by Equation (7) has n s eigenvalues μ 1 , μ 2 , . . . , μ n s with an associated collection of linearly independent eigenvectors {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n s }. Moreover, we as-
where p k defined by Equation (8) built on "regular random walk" approaches the eigenspace associated with eigenvector of N T rw with the largest eigenvalue. Our interest now, though, is not in the limiting case when k is large, but for a much more modest number of diffusion steps to reveal the local property around the seeds. Based on different LOSP diffusions in Equations (4)- (7), we have a set of LOSP subspace definitions. Based on Equations (8) and (9), we have two sets of LOSP subspace definitions.
Experiments in Section 5 show that the definitions on N T rw , which is on the regular random walk, is considerably better than that on N rw for the detection accuracy. However, the definitions on N rw corresponding to the inverse random walk also show high accuracy as compared with the baselines. Our results show that the local approximation built on "regular random walk" shows higher accuracy than that built on "inverse random walk."
Local Community Detection
We modify the optimization problem shown in Equation (3) by relaxing each element in the indicator vector y to be nonnegative, and approximating the global spectral subspace by the LOSP subspace. Thus, we seek a relaxed sparse vector in the LOSP subspace by solving a linear programming problem.
min
This is an 1 norm approximation for finding a sparse linear coding that indicates a small community containing the seeds with y in the LOSP subspace spanned by the column vectors of V
The ith entry y i indicates the likelihood of node i belonging to the target community.
(1) If |T | is known, we then sort the values in y in non-ascending order and select the corresponding |T | nodes with the higher belonging likelihood as the output community. (2) If |T | is unknown, we use a heuristic to determine the community boundary. We sort the nodes based on the element values of y in the decreasing order, and find a set S k * with the first k * nodes having a comparatively low conductance. Specifically, we start from an index k 0 where set S k 0 contains all the seeds. We then generate a sweep curve Φ(S k ) by increasing index k. Let k * be the value of k where Φ(S k ) achieves a first local minimum. The set S k * is regarded as the detected community.
We determine a local minima as follows. If at some point k * when we are increasing k, Φ(S k ) stops decreasing, then this k * is a candidate point for the local minimum. If Φ(S k ) keeps increasing after k * and it eventually becomes higher than βΦ(S k * ), then we take k * as a valid local minimum. We experimented with several values of β on a small trial of data and found that β = 1.02 gives good performance across all the datasets.
Denote the corresponding local community detection methods based on Equation (4)-Equation (7) as follows: LRw (LOSP based on SRW), LLi (LOSP based on LLRW), LLa (LOSP based on LRW), and LPr (LOSP based on PPR).
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We implement the family of LOSP methods in Matlab 3, 4 and thoroughly compare them with stateof-the-art localized community detection algorithms on the 28 LFR datasets as well as the 8 realworld networks across multiple domains. For the 5 SNAP datasets, we randomly locate 500 labeled ground truth communities on each dataset, and randomly pick three exemplary seeds from each target community. For the 28 LFR datasets and the 3 Biology datasets, we deal with every ground truth community and randomly pick three exemplary seeds from each ground truth community. We pre-process all real-world datasets by sampling, and apply the LOSP methods for each network.
Statistics on Sampling
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the sampling method in Algorithm 1, we empirically set (N 1 , N 2 , k ) = (300, 5, 000, 3) to control the subgraph size and experiment with the upper bound of BFS rounds t from 1 to 5 to extract different sampling rate on Amazon, as shown in Table 3 . For notations, the coverage indicates the average fraction of ground truth covered by the sampled subgraph, and n s /n indicates the sampling rate, which is the average fraction of subgraph size as compared with the original network scale. Table 3 shows that there is a 7.2% significant improvement on coverage when we increase the upper bound of BFS rounds t from 1 to 2, but there is only 0.4% improvement when t continue increases from 2 to 5. On the other hand, the sampling rate is only 0.1% and the sampling procedure is very fast in 0.730 seconds for t = 2. For these reasons, we set (N 1 , N 2 , t, k ) = (300, 5,000, 2, 3) to tradeoff among the coverage, sampling rate and running time for the sampling method in our experiments. Table 4 provides statistics on real-world networks for the sampling method in Algorithm 1. For SNAP datasets, our sampling method has a high coverage with reasonable sample size, covering about 96% ground truth with a small average sampling rate of 0.1%, and the sampling procedure is within 14 seconds. For the Biology networks, which are comparatively denser, the sampled subgraph covers about 91% ground truth with a relatively high sampling rate, and the sampling procedure is very fast in less than 0.2 seconds.
Parameter Setup
To remove the impact of different LOSP methods in finding a local minimum for the community boundary, we use the ground truth size as a budget for parameter testing on the family of LOSP methods. When we say LOSP, we mean the family of LOSP defined on the N T rw Krylov subspace, which is the normal case for random walk diffusion. A comparison in Section 5.3 will show that in general, LOSP defined on N T rw Krylov subspace outperforms that on N rw Krylov subspace with respect to the accurate detection.
Dimension of the subspace and diffusion steps. For LOSP subspace, we need to choose some modest numbers for the step k of random walks and the subspace dimension d such that the probability Fig. 1 . Evaluation of different diffusion parameters α on real-world datasets (Defined on N T rw Krylov subspace, community size truncated by truth size). The three diffusions are robust for different α parameters, except for α = 1 on personalized pagerank, in which case all probability returns to the original seed set. diffusion does not reach the global stationary. We did a small trial parameter study on all datasets, and found that d = 2 and k = 2 perform the best in general.
Parameters for the random walk diffusion. We thoroughly evaluate different spectral diffusion methods on all datasets, as shown in Figures 1 and 2 . The three columns correspond to LLRW, LRW, and PPR with different α parameters. All three variants degenerate to the SRW when α = 0. The results show that LLRW, LRW, and PPR are robust for different α parameters. The PPR declines significantly when α = 1 as all probability returns to the original seed set.
During the probability diffusion, LLRW and LRW always retain a ratio of probability on the current set of nodes to keep the detected structure to be "local." The PPR always returns a ratio of probability from the current set of nodes to the seed set. Instead of retaining some probability distribution on the current set of nodes, the PPR "shrinks" some probability to the original seed set. Such process also wants to keep the probability distribution "local" but it is not continuous as compared with the previous two methods.
In the following discussion, we set α = 1 for LLRW and LRW, and set α = 0.1 for PPR.
Evaluation on Local Spectral Methods
To remove the impact of different methods in finding a local minimum for the community boundary, we use the ground truth size as a budget for the proposed four LOSP variants: LRw (standard), LLi (light lazy), LLa (lazy), and LPr (PR). We first compare the four LOSP variants defined on the standard N T rw Krylov subspace, then compare the general performance on subspaces defined on either N T rw or N rw . Evaluation on variants of N T rw Krylov subspace. Figure 3 illustrates the average detection accuracy on the eight real-world datasets. LLi, LPr, LLa, and LRw achieve almost the same performance on almost all datasets. One exception is on YouTube that LLi, LLa, and LPr considerably outperform LRw. LLi achieves slightly better performance on four out of eight real-world networks. Figure 4 illustrates the average detection accuracy on the four sets with a total of 28 LFR networks. For on = 500, Figure 4 (a) and (c) shows that LLi, LPr, and LRw achieve almost the same performance and outperform LLa on average. For on = 2,500, Figure 4 (b) and (d) shows that LLi, LPr, and LLa achieve almost the same performance and outperform LRw on average. On both cases, LLi, LOSP with light lazy, demonstrates slightly higher accuracy on LFR datasets.
For the running time on the sampled subgraphs of all datasets, LLi, LPr, LLa, and LRw take almost the same time, and run within 1.1 seconds, as shown in Figures 5 and 6 . Comparison on N T rw and N rw Krylov subspace. We compare the average F 1 score on each group of networks: SNAP, Biology and the four groups of LFR. Table 5 shows the comparison of detection accuracy where the community is truncated on truth size for subspace definitions on N T rw and N rw , respectively (The best three values on each row appear in bold). In general, N T rw outperforms N rw , especially on real-world datasets. When comparing with the LOSP variant defined on N rw , the four variants defined on N T rw have about 15% or 5% higher F 1 scores on SNAP and Biology, respectively. As for the synthetic LFR datasets, in general, N T rw performs slightly better than N rw on the small ground truth communities, while N rw performs slightly better than N T rw on the big ground truth communities. Among all the variants of LOSP, LLi on N T rw is always on top three for all datasets. In summary, LLi on N T rw performs better than other variants of LOSP. It is interesting that the results on N rw is reasonably good. Even if we use the first local conductance to do the truncation, as shown in Table 6 (The best three values on each row appear in bold), the accuracy decays by about 5% to 15% as compared with that of the truncation on truth size (in Table 5 ). Nevertheless, the results of Table 6 are still much better than that of state-of-the-art local community detection algorithms, HK and PR, whose results are listed in Tables 7 and 9 .
Comparison on Krylov subspace and eigenspace for N rw . In order to evaluate the effectiveness of Krylov subspace approximation, we compare Krylov subspace with the actual eigenspace. To make a fair comparison, we choose LRw defined on N rw Krylov subspace and adopt our method on the actual eigenspace associated with two leading eigenvectors of standard transition matrix N rw with larger eigenvalues, denoted as GLOSP (GLObal SPectral). Figure 7 illustrates the average detection accuracy on real-world networks and LFR datasets. For real-world networks, Figure 7 (a) shows that LRw considerably outperforms GLOSP. For LFR datasets, Figure 7 (b) illustrates that LRw is much better than GLOSP on each dataset. These experiments show that it is not good if we use the actual eigenspace that embodies the global structure, even on the comparatively small subgraph.
Final Comparison
For the final comparison, we find a local minimum of conductance to automatically determine the community boundary. Section 5.3 shows that LLi, LOSP with light lazy, is on average the best LOSP method defined on N T rw Krylov subspace on all datasets. In this subsection, we just compare LLi defined on the N T rw Krylov subspace with four state-of-the-art local community detection algorithms, LEMON [34] , PGDc-d [45] , HK for hk-relax [27] , and PR for pprpush [5] , which also use conductance as the metric to determine the community boundary. LEMON is a LOSP approach based on normalized adjacency matrix iteration, PGDc-d is a projected gradient descent algorithm for optimizing σ -conductance, and HK is based on HK diffusion while PR is based on the PR diffusion. To make a fair comparison, we use the default parameter settings for baselines as they also test on SNAP datasets, and run the five algorithms on the same three seeds randomly chosen from the ground truth communities.
Comparison on Real-World Datasets.
For each of the real-world networks, Table 7 shows the average detection accuracy (The best value appears in bold in each row) and the average running time, Table 8 shows the average community size and the average conductance of the detected communities.
For the SNAP datasets in product, collaboration and social domains, LLi yields considerably higher accuracy on the first three datasets (Amazon, DBLP, and LiveJ), and yields slightly lower accuracy on YouTube and Orkut. To have a better understanding on the results, we compare the property of the detection with the property of the ground truth communities, as shown in Table 2 .
-For the first three datasets, the average size of the ground truth is small between 10 to 30, and the conductance is diverse (very low in Amazon and with reasonable value around 0.4 in DBLP and LiveJ). In general, the size and conductance of our detected communities are closest to the ground truth. This may explain why our detection accuracy is considerably higher than the baselines. -For the last two datasets YouTube and Orkut, the average conductance of ground truth is very high with 0.84 and 0.73, respectively, and the size is diverse (very small of 21 on average in YouTube and large of 216 on average in Orkut). We found much larger communities with close conductance on YouTube (0.736) and Orkut (0.791). PGDc-d found much smaller communities with close conductance on YouTube, and HK found reasonable-size communities with lower conductance on Orkut. This may explain why our detection accuracy on YouTube and Orkut is slightly lower than PGDc-d and HK, respectively. For the three Biology datasets, LLi outperforms HK and PR, and yields slightly lower accuracy compared with LEMON and PGDc-d. Also, the conductance of the communities detected by LEMON (around 0.88) and PGDc-d (around 0.98) are very close to that of the ground truth (around 0.88, as shown in Table 2 ), compared with LLi (around 0.74), HK (around 0.37), and PR (around 0.20). As for the community size, we detected larger communities as compared to the ground truth, LEMON and PGDc-d detect much smaller communities, while HK and PR detect even larger communities.
For the running time, as shown in Table 7 , LLi is fast in 4 seconds on SNAP and in 16 seconds on Biology datasets. The four baselines, LEMON, PGDc-d, HK and PR, are faster in less than 1.2 seconds. This may due to that LLi is implemented in Matlab while the most baselines are implemented in C++.
Comparison on LFR Datasets.
For each of the synthetic LFR datasets (Properties described in Section 3.2.1. Recall that the ground truth communities are in size [10, 50] for s and [20, 100] for b), Table 9 shows the average detection accuracy (The best value appears in bold in each row) and the average running time, Table 10 further shows the average community size and the average conductance of the detected communities. For the four groups with a total of 28 LFR datasets, LLi clearly outperforms the state-of-the-art baselines, LEMON, PGDc-d, HK, and PR, as evaluated by F 1 score in Table 9 . On further analysis of each group, shown in Table 10 , we see that -LFR_s_0.1. The size of the ground truth is in [10, 50] , and the average conductance of the ground truth is 0.522. The average community size of LLi over the seven LFR_s_0.1 datasets is 20, while the baselines detect either much smaller communities in size 3 (PGDc-d) or much larger communities in size 2,300 (HK and PR). Due to the difference on the detected community size, LLi has a stable conductance of around 0.62 while the baselines have a high conductance of around 0.95 (PGDc-d) or a low conductance of around 0.29 (HK and PR). -LFR_s_0.5. The size of the ground truth is in [10, 50] , and the average conductance of the ground truth is 0.746. The average community size of LLi is considerably larger in 145, -LFR_b_0.5. The size of the ground truth is in [20, 100] , and the average conductance of the ground truth is 0.733. The average community size of LLi is considerably larger in 182, and the average conductance of 0.808 is close to that of the ground truth. LEMON and PGDc-d achieve smaller communities with higher conductance. HK and PR find much larger communities, leading to apparently smaller conductance.
It is reasonable that the detection accuracy decays on graphs where there exist more overlapings indicated by higher om and on. LLi is adaptive to find suitable size of communities for different configurations, and substantially outperforms the baselines. LEMON and PGDc-d tend to find much-smaller-size communities with higher-conductance, while HK and PR tend to find muchlarger-size communities with lower-conductance and their detection accuracy is very low in less than 0.1 on average on each of the four groups of datasets.
For the running time, as shown in Table 9 , LLi is fast in 1 to 2 seconds while the four baselines, LEMON, PGDc-d, HK, and PR, are slightly faster in less than 1.5 seconds. This may due to the implementation difference on programming language.
More Comparison on the Variants of HK and PR.
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of using the local minimal conductance for determining the community boundary, we compare LLi with the modification versions of HK and PR, based on local minimal conductance rather than global minimal conductance, denoted by HKL and PRL. Figures 8 and 9 illustrate the average detection accuracy on real-world networks and LFR datasets, respectively. For real-world networks, Figure 8 shows that HKL yields higher accuracy on each dataset compared with HK, while PRL achieves lower accuracy compared with PR on Amazon, DBLP, LiveJ, and Orkut. On average, LLi still outperforms HKL and PRL. For LFR datasets, Figure 9 shows that LLi outperforms HKL and PRL on each LFR network. HKL and PRL yield considerably higher accuracy on each LFR dataset compared with HK and PR, respectively. These experiments show that it is useful for improving performance based on local minimal conductance truncation.
Summary on the Proposed Algorithm.
For all comparisons of LLi, LOSP with light lazy, with four baselines, we see that LLi is adaptive for different configurations of the synthetic LFR datasets. LLi could find small communities with dozens of members for s: [10, 50] and medium communities with hundreds of members for b: [20, 100] .
For well-defined community structure (low conductance, less overlapping, reasonably small), LLi has a high detection accuracy (LFR_s_0.1, LFR_b_0.1). When the overlapping membership (om) or the number of overlapping nodes (on) increases, the community structure becomes more mixed, and the detection accuracy decays. Nevertheless, LLi always yields the best accuracy for different parameter settings. By comparison, LEMON always finds communities of size around 20, PGDc-d always finds communities of size less than 10, and HK as well as PR always find large communities of size around 2,300. Thus, they are not very scalable to networks with diverse community structure.
Comparisons on real-world datasets also show that LLi is very good for finding small communities with reasonably low conductance (Amazon, DBLP, and LiveJ). If the community structure is not very clear, for example, with high conductance of around 0.90 on the Biology datasets, LLi tends to find larger communities using longer time due to the sweep search, and it does not yield the best accuracy. Therefore, our method can be used for large-scale real-world complex networks, especially when the communities are in reasonable size of no greater than 500, and the network has a reasonable clear community structure.
CONCLUSION
This article systematically explores a family of LOSP methods for finding members of a local community from a few randomly selected seed members. Based on a Krylov subspace approximation, we define "approximate eigenvectors" for a subgraph including a neighborhood around the seeds, and describe how to extract a community from these approximate eigenvectors. By using different seed sets that generate different subspaces, our method is capable of finding overlapping communities. Variants of LOSP are introduced and evaluated. Four types of random walks with different diffusion speeds are studied, regular random walk and inverse random walk are compared, and analysis on the link between Krylov subspace and eigenspace is provided. For this semi-supervised learning task, LOSP outperforms prior state-of-the-art local community detection methods in social and biological networks as well as synthetic LFR datasets. By Equation (14), we have
As the larger value of vol(C) and vol(V s − C) is at least half of vol(V s ), 
